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RIsk MAnAgeMent newsletteR foR CAMpus ReCReAtIon

Feeding the risk Gap... 
and getting  buy-in from risk 
management 

Campus recreation programs struggle to find 
the balance between providing students 
with programs/sports/activities that are 
often perceived as ‘high-risk’ FULL stOrY > 

concussions in collegiate 
recreation: Are we prepared?
Concussions have frequented the news in 
the last several years.  the nfl and espn 
have made sure that anyone who watches 
professional football is well aware of the 
word” concussion.”  FULL stOrY > 

student Athlete reputation 
risk management
An emerging area of risk management 
concerns individuals’ reputations. Although 
student athletes don’t face the media scrutiny 
of professional athletes, FULL stOrY > 

Sweaty Palms? RiSk ManageMent Blog

> want to look at RIsk through a series of different lenses?

> want to find out what your appetite for risk is?   
> How risk averse you are?

Check out our new blog www.sportrisk.com/blog –  
and get involved in the discussion!!

http://www.sportrisk.com/blog
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Welcome to Dr. alison epperson our new associate editor! 
Check out her bio on page 23.
 
Risk Management has many different components and nuances.  Have you given any thought to the following: 
 what is your risk appetite? 
 what is your department’s risk tolerance? 
 do you tend to avoid risk i.e. are you risk averse?

In our new Blog we’ll be exploring a number risk ‘definitions’. Check out the blog on our spiffy new-look  
website www.sportrisk.com, and get involved in the discussion! 

the discussion starts with a look at risk profile (newsletter lead article) – and why this risk assessment tool  
is an essential component in your Risk Management toolkit.

Have a great year!  

ian Mcgregor, Ph.D.
publisher
  

Introduction Determining Risk profile

Determining risk profile  
ian Mcgregor, Ph.D.
president, sportRisk

Editors note: this article is the starting point on a much broader discussion on the topic of ‘risk’. Follow 
(and participate!) in the blog: go to http://www.sportrisk.com/blog

Are you currently running programs and/or facilities that are just ‘too risky’? In other words, 
even after you implement risk controls, the residual risks are still too high and you won’t be 
able to effectively manage them.  Also, are you thinking about starting a new program and are 
struggling with the question – can we manage it?

Before you start getting into developing risk management plans and strategies, the starting 
point is to assess or measure the risks by establishing a ‘Risk Profile’ for all your programs, 
facilities and people by separating them into high-risk and low-risk. You then focus on the high-
risk programs/facilities/people – and worry less about the low-risk areas i.e. the ‘small stuff’.

so how do you measure risk i.e. how do you determine risk profile?

there are two simple ways of looking at this: Qualitatively (Risk Matrix) or Quantitatively (Risk 
Rating).

In the Qualitative approach, you adopt a more ‘intuitive’ or ‘gut-reaction’ approach to 
measuring risk. the Quantitative approach attempts to ‘put a number’ on the level of risk by 
calculating a risk rating.

oBaCk to CoveR

http://www.sportrisk.com
http://www.sportrisk.com/blog
http://www.sportrisk.com
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Gray Zone continued page 2

a) risk matrix Approach

the Risk Matrix (or probability vs. severity grid) is a tool that can help you determine high and low risk. 
while this risk classification system can be quite subjective, it is the simplest approach and you often end up 
with an assessment of risk level that is quite sufficient for your needs. 

a Red Zone activity  
probability is high that something will go wrong, or someone will get injured.  
If something goes wrong, severity of outcome (damage, injury) is high.

an amber Zone activity  
there is a low/medium probability that something will go wrong.  
If something goes wrong, severity of outcome (damage, injury) is high.

a grey Zone activity  
probability is medium/high that  
something will go wrong.  
If something goes wrong, severity  
of outcome (damage, injury) is low.

a green Zone activity  
probability is low that something  
will go wrong.  
If something goes wrong, severity  
of outcome (damage, injury) is low.

exaMPle

tackle Football: Red Zone  
High probability that someone will be injured  
High severity of injury is likely

Sky Diving Class: amber Zone  
low probability of something bad happening  
High severity is guaranteed if something bad does happen

Pick-up or intramural Basketball: grey Zone  
High probability of injury happening  
low severity – e.g. twisted ankle

Chess tournament: green Zone  
low probability/low severity (not exactly rocket science on this one!)
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Determining risk profile 
continued page 3

next Step: place each of these programs in one of the four quadrants of the Risk grid. the quadrants you 
are really interested in are the ‘red zone’ and ‘amber zone’, and programs, facilities or people falling in 
either of these two quadrants require special attention. 

b) risk rating Approach

In this more quantitative approach, you assign numbers to probability (p) and severity (s).note that this can 
often be challenging e.g. is p a ‘4’ or a ‘5’? use your best judgment and don’t over-analyze! (note: Blank 
forms are provided - see side panel on page 64 and end of the Chapter)

Probability (p) on a scale of 1–5, what are  
the chances of someone getting hurt, or 
property getting damaged? 

1: unlikely to occur 

2: unlikely but some chance

3: Could occur occasionally

4: good chance it will occur

5: High probability it will occur

Severity (s) on a scale of 1-5, how serious 
could the injury or damage be?

1: Minor injury, no property damage

2: first Aid or minor property damage

3: Injury requires medical help; significant property damage

4: Injury may result in serious medical problems; serious property damage

5: Major injury/serious property damage

Applying the ‘Risk Rating’ approach to the previous examples results in the following:

 
RiSk Rating FoRM

Department:   Completed by:   Date:

Description of Risks Probability (P) Severity (S) Risk level (PxS) Risk Rating

tackle football 4 4 16 High

skydiving Club 2 5 10 Moderate

pick-up Basketball 5 1 5 low

Chess turnaments 1 1 1 low

Risk Rating = PxS 
18 - 25  extreme Risk  red

12 - 18  High Risk  Amber

  6 - 12  Moderate Risk  Grey

  0 - 6   low Risk  Green

http://www.sportrisk.com
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Determining risk profile 
continued page 4

next step: place programs on a Risk Map. note that for the example noted below, other programs 
have been added to demonstrate what a department map might look like (there is no relevance 
to the place they occupy on a map – the idea is to allocate each program/facility to a column or 
zone).

Irrespective of which tool you use (Risk Matrix or Risk Rating), you’ll end up with a Risk grid or a 
Risk Map which contains all your programs, facilities and people.

You have now established which programs/facilities/people are high-risk (red/amber zone or extreme/
high risk rating), and which are low-risk (grey/green zone or moderate/low risk rating) and from a risk 
management perspective it is (always) important to look at programs/facilities/people through a ‘high-risk’ 
lens. this does not mean that you completely ignore the grey and green programs, but realistically you 
should regard them as ‘small stuff’ – unless parameters change or there are unique circumstances (e.g. if the 
Chess tournament involves a liquor licence, then this program immediately jumps to red zone!)

the next article in the series will take ‘risk rating’ one step further by looking at how the implementation 
of risk controls leads to ‘residual risk’ - and whether this can be managed.

Adapted from ‘SportRisk: Risk Management planning Resource’ available at www.sportrisk.com/resources

oBaCk to CoveR
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easy to read • easy to Follow • easy to implement
An essential risk management planning resource for ALL campus recreation departments!

to view ‘table of Contents’ or to order online – www.SportRisk.com/resources 

payment options: credit card or pay pal

special nirsA member  

price: $39  
eLectrOnic mAnUAL 
neW sportrisk 
For recreation & sport  
professionals – 4th edition (2014)
by Ian McGregor Ph.D., McGregor & Associates

Key chapters:
negligence   explains negligence in simple, easy to understand language

the 5 Key risk Areas  Describes the high risk areas where Campus Recreation  
departments are most vulnerable

risk management    Delivers a simple, effective 3 step planning process planning  
Based on the 5 key Risk Areas

special Areas   tackles key issues of particular concern to Campus Recreation:  
transportation; sport Clubs; summer Camps; Disease Control;  
Alcohol & Drugs; event Management; Contracts

oBaCk to CoveR

Download to your laptop or tablet. click seamlessly  
to pages/chapters you quickly want to access!

significant updates added - plus links to key resources 
and planning tools you’ll need!

 new sportRisk – 4th edition

http://www.SportRisk.com/resources
http://www.sportrisk.com
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1. special events special events have become a big issue for many Campus Recreation Administrators. this course will focus 
on a simple process, techniques and tools to assess and manage the complex risks involved in planning, organizing and running 
special events. while the course is aimed primarily at staff new to special event planning, seasoned planners will especially benefit 
from the hands-on exercises included in the course. (note: a 4 week course spread over 8 weeks)

2. sport clubs sport Clubs are initiated and managed by Club members with the primary role of the university being 
to support, assist and advise the student leaders. the key to a successful sport Clubs program is strong student leadership and 
involved university support.  since risk management is a key concern for all sport Clubs Administrators, the course will focus on 
how to develop an operational ‘framework’ for sport Clubs to facilitate better oversight and management – and help ensure a 
safer environment for sport Clubs participants.

3. risk management for recreation professionals the course explores negligence liability and the Risk 
Management planning process.  students will learn the critical concept of Reasonable standard of Care and how this impacts and 
guides all risk management planning efforts.  By the end of the course, students will have a clear understanding of the concept 
of negligence as it applies to the area of sport and recreation, and will acquire valuable risk management planning tools and the 
skills necessary to develop and implement a comprehensive risk management plan.w.sportrisk.com/

4. strategic risk management  this course is aimed at the department ‘Risk Manager’ or Chair of the Risk 
Management Committee  – the staff member who has been delegated by the Director to assume overall responsibility for leading 
and coordinating all risk management efforts in the department. the primary goal of the course is to provide the Risk Manager 
with the tools and leadership skills needed to successfully lead and champion risk management within their department.

5. Youth camps the standard of Care required for Youth Camps is very high – mostly because you are dealing with 
minors. while some of the risk management issues discussed are identical to those handled on a day-to-day basis in other Campus 
Recreation programs, many issues are unique to Youth Camps. this course will focus on how to develop an operational ‘framework’ 
to help organize and manage safe Youth Camps.

Five Online Training Courses focusing  
on Risk Management!

 Fall Online courses  
 for 2014/2015

Online Courses  When Scheduled  For Course Outline and to register
 
Special Events  Oct 27 - Nov 21  www.sportrisk.com/online-course/special-events/
Sport Clubs   Oct 27 – Nov 21  www.sportrisk.com/online-course/sport-clubs

Risk Management for   Nov 10 – Dec 5  www.sportrisk.com/online-course/risk-management-for-recreation-professionals 
Recreation Professionals 

Strategic Risk Management  Nov 10 – Dec 5  www.sportrisk.com/online-course/strategic-risk-management
Youth Camps   Jan 26–Feb 20 (2015) www.sportrisk.com/online-course/youth-camps

 fall online Courses for 2014/2015

http://www.sportrisk.com/online-course/special-events/
http://www.sportrisk.com/online-course/sport-clubs
http://www.sportrisk.com/online-course/risk-management-for-recreation-professionals
http://www.sportrisk.com/online-course/strategic-risk-management
http://www.sportrisk.com/online-course/youth-camps
http://www.sportrisk.com
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Feeding the risk Gap
…. and getting buy-in from Risk Management

Mark oldmixon
Director of Recreation, Adventure and wellness
university of Alaska fairbanks

Campus recreation programs struggle 
to find the balance between providing 
students with programs/sports/activities 
that are often perceived as ‘high-risk’ 
while avoiding administrative concerns 
for major liability. the advantage 
campus recreation programs have is 
the statistical research reflecting a 
generation who is exposed to risk-
taking behavior at all times and are 
therefore going to engage in other 
risk taking behaviors which often lead 
to poor academic success. By providing 
the programs and opportunities for 
students to engage in more physical and social activities, the likelihood that they will engage in 
drinking, drugs, and other reckless behavior decreases.

the university of Alaska fairbanks’ risk story has a large asterisk associated: *takes place in 
fairbanks, Alaska. 

1.  Residents of Alaska are naturally accepting of everyday risks and comfortable living with in 
environments not suitable to most in the lower 48 states. 

2.  temperatures in winter regularly dip below -30f. 

3.  Children play at recess until -20f. fairbanks’ shortest day sees a little more than 3 hours of 
sunlight. 

4. It is a notable day when it doesn’t snow in the winter. 

5. school is only cancelled in winter when temps climb too high and things melt. 

6. over 5% of fairbanks’ population doesn’t have running water, showers or toilets. 

And these are just the urban risks! Risk increases significantly as soon as you leave the city 
boundaries and ultimately you must rely on self-rescue techniques

As a result, it takes an extra level of excitement to satisfy an 18-year male’s desire to push his limits 
and feel a rush of adrenaline. this appetite is increased with readily available pictures and videos of 
professionals pushing the limits in exotic places.

By providing the 
programs and 
opportunities for 
students to engage 
in more physical and 
social activities, the 
likelihood that they will 
engage in drinking, 
drugs, and other 
reckless behavior 
decreases.

it takes an extra 
level of excitement 
to satisfy an 18-year 
male’s desire to push 
his limits and feel a 
rush of adrenaline.

feeding the Risk gap

Sweaty Palms? RiSk ManageMent Blog

> want to look at RIsk through a series of different lenses?

> want to find out what your appetite for risk is?   
> How risk averse you are?

Check out our new blog www.sportrisk.com/blog –  
and get involved in the discussion!!

http://www.sportrisk.com/blog
http://www.sportrisk.com
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Feeding the risk Gap 
continued page 2

while the winters in fairbanks are harsh and 
the residents are resilient, every degree towards 
a southern latitude provides milder winters and 
easier living. thus, uAf tour guides are often 
asked the question by non-locals, “What do you 
do in the winter up here?” 

uAf Chancellor Brian Rogers and Vice Chancellor 
for student services Mike sfraga realized this 
question posed  a three-component problem; 
recruitment, retention and ultimately success.

First, get the right pieces in place

providing recreational opportunities to students 
was disjointed prior to Chancellor Rogers’ 
appointment. 

•  the student Recreation Center (sRC) reported 
to Athletics. 

•  the climbing wall inside the sRC was managed 
by a student club. 

•  the outdoor Adventure program was growing 
and was housed in the student union.

•  the pool and ice were treated as facilities, not 
programming spaces.

over the course of two years uAf combined all these facilities and program areas into a single 
department, the Department of Recreation, Adventure, and wellness (DRAw). It fit perfectly, we 
wanted to DRAw students to uAf and DRAw them out of the dorms and their comfort zones!

the outdoor Adventures had already proven to be a tremendous success with climbing programs 
and classes. Capitalizing on that obvious student interest and our northern climate, we built a 
30’ outdoor ice climbing wall right next to the student Recreation Center and campus entrance. 

thankfully, when this idea was brainstormed the response from upper level administration was 
“why not?” and “How?” versus “what are you? Crazy?”

the next year, we opened a ski and snowboard terrain park which, to our advantage was located right 
on campus between the dorms and classrooms.  Additionally, the location obtained high visibility as it 
was at the entrance to campus.  furthermore, it boasts three large jumps and 12 rail features, and both 
the ice wall and terrain park utilize a yurt to host guests, equipment, paperwork, etc.

the outdoor 
Adventures had 
already proven to 
be a tremendous 
success with climbing 
programs and classes. 
Capitalizing on that 
obvious student 
interest and our 
northern climate, we 
built a 30’ outdoor ice 
climbing wall right 
next to the student 
recreation center and 
campus entrance. 

the response 
from upper level 
administration was 
“Why not?” and 
“How?” versus “What 
are you? Crazy?”

http://www.sportrisk.com
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Feeding the risk Gap 
continued page 3

we worked hard to satisfy the needs of risk management, general Counsel and master planning. while 
they did not shoot us down from the beginning, we had to earn their support every step of the way. 
Additionally, we had to fund these crazy ideas in a way that would not impact university relations as 
state dollars were not available.

In order to calm concerns of the various stakeholders, our staff worked closely with them to ensure 
everyone had the same vision before making presentations. we worked at length on a standard 
operations and procedures manual which served to provide a clear vision of how we intended to 

operate each facility. 

Concerns included: fencing, staffing (including training and expectations), safety inspections 
(daily or monthly?), and emergency response procedures. we went into the meetings prepared 
to answer almost any question or possible scenario, and still allowed administration and others 
to make changes as needed.

each project was also associated with a recognized industry group. this allowed us to defer our 
ideas to “industry accepted best practices.” our climbing tower was certified by the Association of 
Challenge Course technology and each belayer holds a Climbing wall Instructor credential from 
the professional Climbing Instructor Association. As a result, these high-standards certifications 
gave us legitimacy in the eyes of the approving authorities. 

likewise, the terrain park has been approved as a ‘licensed ski area’ by the state of Alaska 
Department of natural Resources and certified by the us terrain park Council. obtaining these 
certifications substantially 
reduced concerns about 
million dollar law suits for 
each broken wrist.

while both projects were 
under the microscope from 
everyone from public to park 
services, we charged forward 
to find funding. Both projects 
generated great interest 

from students, and in response the 
student government supported 
each project financially. 

from there, we gained funding from community dollars and in-kind donations. for example, the 
Rotarians raised enough money for us to buy a full-sized snow groomer and a local shipping company 
shipped the vehicle for free. 

the naming rights to the terrain park were purchased by a local family looking to be supportive of 
youth activities in town in hopes of losing less youth to lower 48. thanks to these generous supporters, 
the “Hulbert nanook terrain park” will be around for many ski seasons come. As an added benefit 
and show of gratitude, members of the community are welcome to use the park and climbing tower.

We worked hard to 
satisfy the needs of 
risk management, 
General Counsel and 
master planning. 

Each project was also 
associated with a 
recognized industry 
group. This allowed 
us to defer our ideas 
to “industry accepted 
best practices.” 

http://www.sportrisk.com
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Feeding the risk Gap 
continued page 4

DRAw has existed for three years now, and continues to look towards the future to find ways to use 
our natural landscape and existing structures to meet the needs of a changing student demographic. 
Due to extremely high energy costs in Alaska and limited funding, we need to embrace our outdoor 
environment, current facilities and capitalize on untapped potential. 

Recently, we have taken on projects such as a 27-hole disc golf, developed a man-made outdoor 
skating pond, and are in the process of rehabilitating our fields with the hopes of holding more 
dog mushing events on campus. 

furthermore, we have broken down barriers for students by providing peer personal training 
opportunities and free group fitness classes. Intramurals continue to the break the mold each 
year with various styles of dodgeball (including on ice) and the popular battleship. 

looking ahead, our next goal is to build an indoor challenge course suspended over the courts; 
including zip-lines, giant’s ladder, bridges, and cargo nets with a projected timeline for completion 
in approximately 12-months.

Research data has shown students who are active on campus feel a stronger connection to the 
school and as a result, show stronger academic performance. students who have a physical 
fitness outlet on-campus do even better. Many students are satisfied with the standard gym and 
intramural offerings, however, to attract and satisfy a greater percentage of students, more has 
to be offered. 

they have an appetite and DRAw feeds them.  

                 oBaCk to CoveR

Due to extremely 
high energy costs in 
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embrace our outdoor 
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Staff training is of critical 
importance to a successful 
Campus Recreation operation!  

For more information and to order: go to www.sportrisk.com/nirsAwebinars

In conjunction with nIRsA, Mcgregor & Associates have 
developed 28 webinars (9 new!) designed to complement 
your fall/winter training programs. these webinars are 
strategically organized into 7 unique series:

(A) negligence & Liability  (b) risk management  
(c) sport clubs (D) travel  (e) emergency response  
(F) Waivers  (G) General

All Webinars are $50, and there is 
One Free Webinar (see series G #4)

special ‘nirsA-only’ deal –  
purchase all 28 Webinars for $675  
(a 50% saving)!

2014/15 sportrisk 
Webinar training series

General information 
All Webinars Accessible at any time, on any  
 computer, for whole academic year 

 (sept 1, 2014 – Aug 31, 2015)

Delivered by Content experts - saving staff   
 time in preparing and delivering  
 training material.

Webinar length typically 15-30 minutes.

target Audience All Campus Recreation staff   
 (Note: All ‘Negligence Awareness   
 Training’ Webinars focuses on  
 student staff)

pricing All webinars are $50  
 (except the freebee!)

WebinAr trAininG mODULes
series A:  negligence & Liability series
1. understanding negligence
2. negligence Awareness training for (part-time) Intramurals staff
3. negligence Awareness training for (part-time) summer Camps staff 
4. negligence Awareness training for (part-time) weight Room staff  
 (tracking option included!)

series b:  risk management series
1. risk management committee
2. Determining Risk profiles of programs and facilities
3. nuts & Bolts of Risk Management planning

series c:  sport clubs series
1. Budgeting
2. transitioning
3. Classification systems
4. sport Clubs Council
5. sport Clubs officer leadership and training  
6. Concussion Management
7. Hazing
8. safety officer training 
9. negligence Awareness training for sport Clubs officers

series D: travel series
1. travel: the Basics (for all staff responsible for travel)
2. travel planning tools using ‘google Docs’  
 (for all staff responsible for travel)

series e: emergency response planning series
1. emergency Action plan – putting it together
2. emergency Action plan – training, Rehearsals & Drills
3. eAp Best practices
4. emergency Response plan: student training

series F: Waivers
1. waivers simplified
2. waivers 101 (more detailed)

series G: General
1. Medical screening simplified
2. event planning simplified
3. Climbing wall safety
4. using google Docs in Recreation (FRee)

2014/15 sportRisk webinar training series

oBaCk to CoveR
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concussions in collegiate 
recreation: 
Are we 
prepared?
ann Wittkopp
Head Athletic trainer
Central washington university-Recreation

This article is the first in an ongoing series about 
concussions and other relevant sports medicine 
topics in collegiate recreation.

Concussions have frequented the 
news in the last several years.  the 
nfl and espn have made sure that 
anyone who watches professional 
football is well aware of the word” 
concussion.”  But how much do we 
really know about concussions?  what 
constitutes a concussion?  what does 
the peer-reviewed literature say about 
concussions?  until recently, concussions 
were only referred to as ‘mild head injuries’; due to misconception of the severity of the injury, they 
are now referred to as ‘mild traumatic brain injuries.’  

As an athletic trainer working in collegiate recreation, I have seen more than my fair share of 
concussions with varying degrees of symptoms and duration; what always concerns me, however, is 
the complete lack of concern (and sometimes disregard) most patients have for the injury itself and 
what it means for his/her health, and potential future.  

the CDC estimates that between 1.6 and 3.8 million sports-related concussions occur in the us 
annually; how many of us as collegiate recreation professionals can say that we understand the 
injury, its implications, and proper management for the injury?  How many of us can say we feel 
adequately prepared to manage the potential influx of head injuries in our events and programs?

Although the injury itself is not completely understood, the most recent research suggests that 
it “is a complex phenomenon, involving interconnected pathophysiological/neurophysiological 
(cellular and vascular) changes that occur as a multi-layered metabolic cascade. the primary 
mechanisms. . .include ionic shifts, abnormal energy metabolism, diminished cerebral blood flow 
and abnormal neurotransmission” (Comper, Hutchison, Magrys, Mainwaring, & Richards, 2010).  

Concussions in Collegiate Recreation: Are we prepared? 

Until recently, 
concussions were 
only referred to as 
‘mild head injuries’.

What always concerns 
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the complete lack 
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sometimes disregard) 
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and what it means for 
his/her health, and 
potential future.  
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concussions in collegiate 
recreation: Are we 
prepared? continued page 2

these changes will not appear anywhere on a Ct or MRI (Comper, Hutchison, Magrys, Mainwaring, 
& Richards, 2010).  Injuries sustained in sport-related activities usually do not include a loss in 
consciousness, and once an individual sustains a concussion, he or she is more likely to sustain 
them in the future, often with increasingly longer recovery times and prolonged symptoms.   
A concussion can result from a direct blow to the head, but can also occur without any direct 
contact at all.

there are no specific symptoms that always occur with a concussion; symptoms and their duration 
are very individualized.  symptoms can include (among others not listed):

• Headache

• nausea / vomiting

• Confusion

• Dizziness

• fatigue

• sleeping problems

• Difficulty concentrating

• Anterograde (memory loss after the 
  concussion) or retrograde (memory 
  loss before the concussion) amnesia

• sensitivity to light or noise

• Irritability or over-emotionality

It is critical to keep in mind recovery time is very individualized; post-concussion syndrome can 
also develop, which means that the affected individual’s symptoms last for weeks or months 
longer than would normally be expected.  oftentimes, the fact that there are no actual visual 
symptoms like a bruise or a fracture can be misleading therefore more serious injuries such as 
second impact syndrome, epidural and subdural hematomas, skull fractures, and spinal injuries.  
It seems like the list of worries is never-ending, and unfortunately for some, these neurological 
and cognitive deficits in the brain can be permanent.  

Dr. wayne gordon, a neuropsychologist at Mt. sinai school of Medicine in new York City, has been 
studying and documenting the long term effects of concussions and repeated blows to the head 
since the late 1980s (Carroll & Rosner, 2011).  According to gordon;

Once an individual 
sustains a concussion, 
he or she is more 
likely to sustain them 
in the future, often 
with increasingly 
longer recovery 
times and prolonged 
symptoms.  

It is critical to keep in 
mind recovery time is 
very individualized.

Sweaty Palms? RiSk ManageMent Blog

> want to look at RIsk through a series of different lenses?

> want to find out what your appetite for risk is?   
> How risk averse you are?

Check out our new blog www.sportrisk.com/blog –  
and get involved in the discussion!!

http://www.sportrisk.com/blog
http://www.sportrisk.com
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concussions in collegiate 
recreation: Are we 
prepared? continued page 3

  A surprisingly large number of patients had suffered jolts to the head that weren’t anywhere on 

their medical records; they had come to him because they could see their lives unraveling and 

were having a more and more difficult time coping with relationships and job responsibilities.  

Some of them could trace this downhill slide to a particular event (car accident, fall, etc.) but 

none could understand what it was about the incident that had thrown their lives so out of 

whack.

furthermore, according to Carrol and Rosner (2011), gordon began to expand his research of 
concussions, studying various populations in new York City and the state of new York, including 
children, special education program participants, substance abuse program participants, and even 
homeless individuals in new York City.  His results were astounding:

•  ten percent of children in a nYC school said they had 
sustained a significant head injury, and these children 
turned out to have cognitive impairments when later 
tested.  Most of the injuries incurred were undiagnosed.

•  upon interviewing and testing children in special 
education classes, the results concluded more than 50% 
of the learning-disabled children had experienced a 
significant impact to their heads.

•  Results conducted from 800 individuals indicated 54% 
had a history of head injury, 40% of whom still had post-
concussion syndrome. Additionally, patients with head 
injury history were more prone to mental illness and substance abuse treatment failure.

•  In 2006, gordon tested 100 homeless individuals in nYC for signs of concussion.  these 
tests indicated nearly 70% had memory, language, or attention deficits, while 82% 
reported a significant head injury before they became homeless, often the result of 
parental abuse.

prevention of concussion is often as simple as wearing a helmet during certain activities, such as 
climbing, cycling, playing lacrosse, equestrian, etc., and wearing a seatbelt when driving.  After 
prevention, education about concussions is the next most important component.  

fortunately, concussion awareness/education has rapidly accelerated in recent years; however, 
this growth needs to expand past the traditional collegiate varsity and professional athletic 
setting into the field of collegiate recreation.  It is our responsibility to share the message that 
concussions are serious brain injuries and must be treated appropriately, and to be able to refer 
those individuals to the professionals they need.

How can we manage the number of concussions coming through our doors and protect our 
departments and universities?  An athletic trainer is the best way to protect your department 
from litigation and to manage the risks associated with many collegiate recreation programs.  An 
At is trained specifically to manage concussions and other injuries.  

Prevention of 
concussion is often as 
simple as wearing a 
helmet during certain 
activities.

After prevention, 
education about 
concussions is the 
next most important 
component.  
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concussions in collegiate 
recreation: Are we 
prepared? continued page 4

However, many collegiate recreation programs do not have a full or even part-time At on staff 
to provide evaluation and care for concussions.  In my experience traveling with teams, I am 
usually the only At on site for club sport games, and usually provide care for both teams.  If there 
is another individual, it is usually an un-certified undergraduate student or an intern, which, 
legally, is not any better than a layperson certified in CpR and first Aid. this leaves a gaping hole 
of negligence in our risk management programs. to add to this conundrum, recreational athletes 
are also often less experienced and more untrained than the traditional varsity collegiate athlete, 
which means an increased risk for injury before they even begin an activity.  we as recreational 
professionals have a duty to provide a level of safety and care for these individuals.  

I have been asked more than once whether only providing coverage to some events and not 
others leaves us open for litigation.  to those individuals, I always answer the same: it’s all about 
what program or event contains the most risk.  what are the riskiest events your collegiate 
recreation program has?  

An At is able to easily determine this and provide coverage accordingly by gauging the nature 
of the event or sport, the amount of contact, playing surface, type of equipment used, and so 
on; this is why athletic trainers are invaluable.  they are trained specifically to constantly think 
within this frame of mind.  

Conversely, the question then becomes “Does not providing any emergency medical support 
at all show that we are concerned for our participants?  or does it show blatant negligence?” 
If we can show that we are providing athletic training or eMt coverage for these at-risk events 
(lacrosse, rugby, soccer, equestrian, rodeo, wrestling, karate, etc.), it shows a concerted effort on 
our part to protect the participants from injuries and detrimental decisions made by themselves, 
coaches, or fellow participants, even if we can only cover, for example, only certain club events 
instead of all club events. this might not be ideal, but it will provide substantial support in our 
favor should any litigation arise later.

there are infinite resources available regarding the recognition and treatment of concussion.  some of 
those are listed here; in addition, I have listed my contact information below and welcome any and all 
questions and comments and would love to share resources and information.

http://www.cdc.gov/traumaticbraininjury/

http://www.brainline.org/index.html

http://www.nata.org/sites/default/files/Concussion_Management_Position_Statement.pdf

http://www.nata.org/sites/default/files/MgmtOfSportRelatedConcussion.pdf
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do not have a full or 
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events your collegiate 
recreation program 
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Do you have the skills and knowledge to conduct an 
internal Risk Management audit of your department?  
How well do you stack up compared to other schools– 
and how will you know?

Online risk Assessment: 

new features!

Why not leave it to the experts?

Mcgregor & Associates’ exclusive ‘online Risk Assessment’ provides key benchmark data for your department 
(relative to over 100 north American universities), and uncovers critical gaps in your risk management plan. 

Which programs and administrative areas are addressed?

•  8 individual program surveys: Aquatics; fitness/wellness; non-credit Instruction; Intramurals; outdoor 
program; Youth Camps; sport Clubs; weight Room (each survey takes 5-10 minutes to complete).

•  6 administrative surveys: Risk Management plan; emergency Response plan; facilities & equipment; Rentals 
& special events; waivers; travel.

What do you get from mcGregor & Associates?   

A detailed report which includes:
•  graphic comparisons with other universities of program and administrative scores:  your benchmark data!
• graphic internal comparisons between all program unit scores: highlights program inconsistencies.
• Detailed analysis and breakdown of program and administrative scores: pinpoints vulnerable areas.
• A comprehensive list of recommended (and doable) strategies for immediate action.
• the ‘top five’ priorities identified for your department.

Added bonus! – our new ‘Global risk Assessment’ 

this new (optional) survey looks at the other key risks your department confronts on a daily basis: financial Risks; 
Human Resources Risks; Reputational Risk; security Risks; Data Risks.

cost of Online risk Assessment: $1250 
nirsA members receive 

20% discount
•  Cost effective (no need to fly in someone 
 to conduct audit)
•  focus is on ‘high-risk’ areas ensures audit 

process is not overwhelming
•  Conducted by Mcgregor & Associates –  

tHe experts in Risk Management.

Don’t put it off – act now! 
For more information: Go to 
http://www.sportrisk.com/risk-assessment 

oBaCk to CoveR

online Risk Assessment: new features!

http://www.sportrisk.com/risk-assessment
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An emerging area of risk 
management concerns individuals’ 
reputations. Although student 
athletes don’t face the media 
scrutiny of professional athletes, 
such as Ray Rice, lance Armstrong 
and Michael phelps, their 
reputations are subject to damage 
from inappropriate online photos 
or statements.  In an instant, a 
promising career, whether in sport 
or another vocation, could be 
stalled by a prospective employer 
or coach with a simple online 

search.  student athletes are 
often subject to stringent 
social media monitoring 
by university athletic 
departments and could face 
severe sanctions, including 
written reprimands, loss of 
scholarships, team suspension or school dismissals if caught .  

By the time student athletes finish elementary school they likely have begun developing an online 
reputation.  As early as high school, online images may start to become negative and by college, 
damage control may be necessary.  student athletes can monitor their reputations by searching 
themselves on the Internet on google and other search images, making sure they search for 
images associated with their names as well. to the extent that harmful photos and information 
has been posted, efforts can be made towards removal or at least damage control. But, it’s far 
easier to prevent a negative online persona than to clean up a sullied reputation.

bALL is in YOUr cOUrt

student Athlete reputation 
risk management

 

By katharine M. nohr, J.D.
nohr Sports Risk Management, llC

in an instant, a 
promising career, 
whether in sport or 
another vocation, 
could be stalled by a 
prospective employer 
or coach with a simple 
online search.  

student Athlete Reputation Risk Management
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student Athlete reputation risk 
management 
continued page 2

Managing reputation risk is largely an individual’s responsibility, but universities and colleges can assist 
student athletes through education about wise social media use.  student athletes should be advised 
about the following:

 1.  proof read all social media posts for accurate spelling, language use and grammar. employers are 
looking for candidates who can communicate in standard english.  Heavy use of slang, profanity 
or misspelled words will make a poor impression.  

 2.  Avoid posting photographs that are in poor taste.  would you show the photographs to your 
parents, grandparents, employers or teachers?  If not, keep the photos to yourself.

 3.  use privacy settings wisely.  Consider who will have access to the information posted and guard 
access where prudent.

 4.  Craft profiles carefully, consistent with the persona you would like to project to the public.  
update your profiles regularly.

 5.  post photographs that reflect your desired image.  Carefully consider your dress, facial expression, 
accessories and the other people in the photographs.  

 6.  think before tweeting or commenting on the Internet.  
use of negative, sarcastic, hateful, or racially charged 
language could tarnish your reputation.  

 7.  Make sure to have an online image.  If a person is 
not present on the Internet, he or she may be viewed 
suspiciously by prospective employers.  

 8.  Do not post anything on the Internet when 
intoxicated, while under the influence of drugs, tired 
or depressed.  

 9. I f in doubt about a post, seek the opinion of a trusted 
person who has your best interests at heart.  

 10.  enjoy using the Internet for connecting with people 
and as long as it is used prudently, it should only 
enhance a student athlete’s image.  

As greater aspects of our lives become virtual, the need 
for reputation risk management will increase.  when 
developing comprehensive risk management programs, 
student athletes’ social media images should be included.

Managing reputation 
risk is largely 
an individual’s 
responsibility, but 
universities and 
colleges can assist 
student athletes 
through education 
about wise social 
media use.  
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> want to look at RIsk through a series of different lenses?

> want to find out what your appetite for risk is?   
> How risk averse you are?

Check out our new blog www.sportrisk.com/blog –  
and get involved in the discussion!!
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earn Ceu/pIC credits for writing an article!

Are you willing to share your ideas? You may believe what you’re doing is not 
of interest to others. WrOnG! professionals are always on the lookout for new/ 
different/ unique ways of doing things:

 staff training programs

 emergency Response planning strategies

 In-service training ideas

 participant medical screening strategies 

 online training courses

 Risk Management Committee operational guidelines 

 etc. etc.

share your ideas – by writing an article for the ‘Risk Management newsletter for 
Campus Recreation’!

this is not a ‘refereed’ publication. the focus of the newsletter is simply the 
communication of ideas, procedures and programs that work.

If you’d like to explore this, or receive the ‘guidelines for Authors’, contact Ian 
Mcgregor at mcgregor@sportrisk.com

oBaCk to CoveR

Across N. America, recreation professionals are 
finding creative ways to implement unique 
solutions to a number of challenging risk 
management issues. Many of their ideas have 
already appeared in this Newsletter.

Got something to say - 
or an idea to share?

got something to say - or an idea to share?

mailto:mcgregor@sportrisk.com
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I spent five years as an undergraduate at Murray state working the Campus Recreation office. 

upon graduating in 1996, I worked in nashville, tn for two years in physical therapy rehab. 

In 1998 I moved back to Murray to accept the position of Coordinator of Campus Recreation. During 

this time, I also assisted in the development of the first dedicated space for a true wellness/fitness 

facility, built in 2005. In 2008, I started teaching Community and Consumer Health as an adjunct 

while still running Campus Recreation (as a one-person office), commuting to sIu in pursuit of a 

ph.D., and maintaining my role as a mother. In 2011, I left Campus Recreation to become a full time 

teacher. I serve as the only Health education faculty within the Hpe department.

I met Ian Mcgregor at the Milwaukee sport Club symposium and shortly thereafter, he asked me 

to write an article on facebook (it was still new and at the time, I think we thought it would be 

the beginning of the end of the world!).

In the summer 2012, I again wrote for Ian regarding concussions, and have submitted an article to 

every newsletter since. In doing so, I have been able to stay in the loop with issues and trends in 

the field of Campus Recreation, while also gaining experience in writing and research. 

I’m thrilled for the opportunity to take on more responsibility as well as developing partnerships 

and networking among the nIRsA community.

oBaCk to CoveR

Alison Epperson
Assistant Professor  & Program Coordinator of HPE
Murray State University

BS – Exercise Science, Murray State University
MS – Exercise and Leisure Services, Murray State University
PhD – Health Education, Southern Illinois Carbondale

Welcome to Dr. alison epperson our new associate editor! 

new Associate editor, Dr. Alison epperson

http://www.sportrisk.com
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You can now access all articles which have 
appeared in previous editions of this Newsletter!

the‘Virtual Library’ is  

growing!

risk management newsletter 
for campus recreation
our goal is to provide timely information and practical 
resources to assist Campus Recreation professionals 
manage the risk of injury to participants.

this means you can download (free) over 225 articles focusing 
on risk management issues relating to recreation.   

go to www.sportrisk.com/newsletter/ and search by topic (e.g. Aquatics, sport 
Clubs) or tag (e.g. AeD, hazing) providing a ‘virtual library’ of valuable resource 
information.

new articles are added to the ‘Virtual Library’ every month.

oBaCk to CoveR

publishing information the ‘Risk Management 
newsletter for Campus Recreation’

is published 4 times a year by Ian Mcgregor & Associates 
Inc., p.o. Box 561, Blaine, wA 98231-0561. phone: 
604.839.5816

the ‘Risk Management newsletter for Campus 
Recreation’ is protected by Copyright. Reproduction 
or retransmission of this newsletter, or of any portion 
by any means, is prohibited by law without the express 
written consent of the corporation. All rights reserved. 
Copyright © 2014 by Ian Mcgregor & Associates Inc.

this publication is written as a general guide only. Its 
contents are intended to be and should be considered 
risk management counseling only and not legal advice. 
If legal advice is necessary, the services of a licensed 
attorney in the appropriate jurisdiction should be 
sought. the editors and authors of this publication are 
not responsible or liable for any actions taken or use of 
content and opinion expressed within this newsletter.

Editor
ian mcGregor, ph.D. 
president, sportRisk

Associate Editor
Alison epperson, ph.D.  
Assistant professor 
Murray state university

Talk to Us!
tell us about …Your Best practices (practical, 
hands-on policies/ procedures/ training 
programs that really work for you)

Your ‘sweaty-palm’ issue (what keeps you 
awake at night). Ask for our feedback!

Your interest in contributing to the ‘Risk 
Management newsletter’ by writing an 
article for an upcoming issue.

Contact us at mcgregor@sportrisk.com

Next issue December 2014

Featured topic: ‘risky behavior’

topics include:
• Minors on Campus
• More on waivers
• sport Clubs 
• Risk Assessment
• online learning opportunities

next Issue

Sweaty Palms? RiSk ManageMent Blog

> want to look at RIsk through a series of different lenses?

> want to find out what your appetite for risk is?   
> How risk averse you are?

Check out our new blog www.sportrisk.com/blog –  
and get involved in the discussion!!

mailto:mcgregor@sportrisk.com
http://www.sportrisk.com/blog
http://www.sportrisk.com/newsletter/
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